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President’s Patter
Hello,
Again, we are all ‘confined to barracks’, plans made have been cancelled and we wait for freedom
to pursue our hobby. I hope you are all managing to stay positive and putting your time to good
use. The upside?? is having time to watch and learn from the unlimited range of instructional
videos available. Two
photographers, both
well known to most club
members, Matt Krumins
and Tom Putt, have a
regular Podcast that is
entertaining as well as
informative. You do
have to listen to a fair bit
of banter before they
get to a serious topic.
While in lockdown my
Lightroom catalogue
has benefited from
some serious scrutiny,
and liberal use of the
“delete” function. On the
positive side a new
photobook has just
been delivered.
The committee has
issued challenges to help keep you all motivated, and we have seen some beautiful flower images
on Flickr. Although not stated it is obviously intended that you use the challenge topics for
inspiration and make new images. There is no challenge in digging through your archives and
posting older images. There is a tendency for the same few members to contribute; I hope more
will be inspired to have a go.
We are not the only Club struggling with maintaining an interesting programme, while regularly
being locked down, which makes it all the more pleasing that so many loyal members have stuck
with us and paid their subs for another year.
Keep well and keep those shutter buttons clicking.
Sally Rule
President

From The Editor
Yet another quarter is finished and again we are in and out of lockdowns - mostly lockdowns. All
meetings and contact continues via Zoom. We had the privilege of viewing photos from Karinji ,
W.A. taken by Jeff Nankervis on a recent trip between border closures. Despite bad weather and
difficulty in accessing this site Jeff showed us some beautiful photographs capturing the
unbelievable colours and character of the landscape in this area of Western Australia.
We also viewed two short videos on sports photography to prepare us for the upcoming Sports
Competition. The judging of these was also via Zoom early this September.
Some of these images are featured below.
(All members are welcome to submit any articles or photographs of recent trips or experiences for
inclusion in the newsletter.)
Cheers,
Jenny Anderson

Practice boys it’s all we can do – Barry Mills

Close –Jeff Nankervis

Dedicated – Jeff Nankervis

Determined – Jeff Nankervis

Got It – Sally Rule

Lookout Ant Man – David Chambers

Yep it’s still there = David Chambers

This is the life – David Chambers

Pictures from the candid review

Alpaca Shearing – Anne Gibson

Guess what happens next – Sue Raft

Phone Home – David Chambers

It’s a bit wet Henry - Barry Mills

Mr Have a Chat – Ernie de Vlieger

Puppy Love – Mike Lyons

Competitions

November – Food

Reviews

July to November - Weather

Club Calendar

Programme – September 2021 to December 2021
7th September

Judging of Sports Images

21st September

Photoshoot – CANCELLED due to Covid 19

5th October
19th October

AGM
Hand in Food Photographs
Photo shoot

5th November

Photo shoot

16th November

Review – Weather Images. Judging of Food competition

7th December

Break up BBQ?

Inspiring Quotes to Get You Through Quarantine:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I think it’s very healthy to spend time alone. You need to know how to be
alone and not be defined by another person.”– Oscar Wilde
"Without great solitude, no serious work is possible.” – Pablo Picasso
"You cannot be lonely if you like the person you’re alone with.” – Wayne
Dyer
"Don't think of introversion as something that needs to be cured... Spend
your free time the way you like, not the way you think you're supposed to."
— Susan Cain
“We’re born alone, we live alone, we die alone. Only through our love and
friendship can we create the illusion for the moment that we’re not alone.”–
Orson Welles
"To lose patience is to lose the battle.” — Mahatma Gandhi
“One moment of patience may ward off great disaster. One moment of
impatience may ruin a whole life.” — Chinese Proverb
“You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, smarter than
you think, and loved more than you'll ever know.” — A.A. Milne
"If plan A doesn't work, the alphabet has 25 more letters — 204 if you're in
Japan." — Claire Cook
"If you don't like something, change it. If you can't change it, change your
attitude." — Maya Angelou
“Nothing in life is to be feared; it is only to be understood. Now is the time to
understand more, so that we may fear less.” — Marie Curie
"Be thankful for what you have; you’ll end up having more. If you
concentrate on what you don’t have, you will never, ever have enough." —
Oprah Winfrey

Photographs in this newsletter were provided by

Anne Gibson, Sue Raff, Barry Mills, David Chambers, Ernie de Vlieger,
Mike Lyons, Jeff Nankervis, Sally Rule.

NEPEAN CAMERA CLUB WEBSITE
Don’t forget that we have one!
It contains information about our club, our program,
photography genres, competition rules and a range of member images.
Featured Member is
Check out their great photographs
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